THE   BOURGEOIS
Gambrai the bishop sentenced some of the insurgents to death or
to have their hands cut off or their eyes put out; while Vezelay
counted five revolts in the course of a century and a half. Among
the towns of the south we also hear of revolts at Toulouse, Nimes,
Montpellier, and Bdziers, in the last of which the lord was slain.
But most of the records in which the creation of a commune is
mentioned are official documents which do not perpetuate the
memory of acts of violence. The revolts are known to us only
from a few accounts preserved by chance; we have no means of
determining either how numerous they were or what proportion
these communes bore to those established by a pacific agreement.
jgrant of charters by the lord
In a very large number of towns the new organization was
created by a contract between the lord of the town and its inhabi-
tants, which took the form of a charter and was analogous to the
deeds enfranchising the villeins on a domain, though it is possible
that such agreements were forced upon the lord by a previous
riot. But very often the charter organizing the town refers to it
as a 'commune', even though there was no association between
the inhabitants based on oath. Often, indeed, the lord even took
as his model a commune that had already received its organization;
thus the Duke of Burgundy declares that he is granting his towns
of Dijon and Bcaune a commune 'on the model of the commune
of Soissons'. Thus the same charter did duty for several towns
organized on exactly the same system. The King of England
granted the same organization as that of Rouen to a number of
towns on his domain in France. Thus the name 'commune'
spread to a large number of towns and even of villages. When the
lord granted a charter organizing them into communes, the vil-
leins of his domain were transformed into bourgeois.
The charter sets limits to the axbitrary power of the lord over
the inhabitants by a written contract defining his rights. Guibert
de Nogent, in describing the foundation of the commune of Laon,
defines the commune as an invention 'by which the subjects no
longer pay any but fixed dues and definite fines', This was
probably the feature that made the strongest impression upon the
lord, for by it he lost an unlimited source of income, and upon the
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